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EMPCWERIM CCMCNITIES FCR SCHOOL REEtR4:
ILHE ANNIE E. CASEY FaiNniaztes NEw MURES INrITMTVE

Gary Wehlage, Pauline Lipman and Gregory Smith

I. AT-RISK MINIS: THE FROMM AND THE RESPCHSE

, Curing the decade of the 19808, students dropping cut of school

has increasingly cane to the fore as a serious problan. For

iniividuals, dropping azt is seen as a problem because it results in

limited opportunities for economic security ani full participation in

the society. Fran a societal perspective, dropping cut is generally a

concern because the full development of the talents and skills of all

citizens is wsential for a democratic society. While dropping axt is

often destructive to individual youth, it also carries a high social

welfare oast and lam of econanic potential for local =amities and

the nation. tal a world making the transition to a post-industrial

society, the nation's drcpcut rate takes on greater significance

because the present generation of youth will be increasingly asked to

engage in problen solving and higher order analytical tasks integral to

highly technological wark. The need for =re, and more complex,

education is widely recognized as cne of the nation's top priorities

(Dertcuzos et al., 1989) .

The consequences of students leaving school early have placed
,

dropout prevention high' on the educational agenda, and by now nearly

every school system, the country has sane kind of dropout prevention

program. Despite rany responses to the problem, it is not clear which,

if any, school strategies are successful with the at-risk student. In

part, this uncertainty is due to the caiplexity of factors that result
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in dropping out. Many educators have argued that social conditions

outside the sdhool affect students' success and their persistence to

graduate, and that schools are not in a position to alter these

conditions. Research provides general support for this point of view

by linking dropouts with certain family and social background

characteristics. air maple, students fran low socioeconomic status

homes ard minorities are more likely to drop out (Molstad and Owings,

1986; Peng, 1983; Rmterger, 1987). Another theme in the reeeardh on

dropouts focuses on students' individual problems that interfere with

school succees such as pregnancy, drug abuse, mental health problems

and learning difficulties. Homer, researdh also offers a third set

of findings focused on school factors that influence students to leave

before gradUation. In fact, the best predictors of dropping out

include retention in grade, course failure and credit deficiency, and

disciplinary infractions that result in suspension (Ekstrom et al.,

1986).

Dropping out probably is best seen as resulting from a

vultiplicity of factors that contribute to school failure and

discouragement about the prospects of graduation. Given the

complexity of the problem, how can schools best respond to students at

risk of dropping out? Mbst studies of dropouts have not provided

decisive answers. We still lack knowledge of the kinds of initiatives

and reforms that will not only keep youth in school, but more

ittportantly, educate them and prepare them for fUll participation in

adult life.
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At issue for policymakers is the developnent of a variety of

strategies aimed at engendering both the will and capacity to deal with

this issue. In response to the dropout problem, policymakers at the

state level, in particular, have introduced a wide range of

initiatives. Mile action at this level is certainly inportant, we

wish to argue that the public ocianitment and finely tuned programmatic

responses needed to reduce dropout rates might be developed more

effectively within the =amities in which this problem exists. In

what follows, we describe and critique a variety of state-level

initiatives, drawing from this discussiat a set of criteria that, if

follaad, might better lead to the staLtural reform we believe

necessary to foster the educational suooess of all students. We then

move al to a description of a ozatunity-based effort in five mid-sized

cities that could potentially overcome sane of the weaknesses we

perceive in drqxut prevention efforts airrently caning fran state

policymakers. Vaiile this camunity-based effort is still in its early

stages, its emphasis on the creation of kcal initiatives for the

problems of at-risk youth has nu% promise. As a strategy for bringing

about the school reforms needed to benefit at-risk youth, we believe it

should be widely considered as an alternative to present efforts

responding to at-risk youth.

SrATE-LEVEL INITIATIVES

Nearly every state has responded to the dropout problem by

passing initiatives to encourage schools to take action. The

initiatives vary widely, and increasingly they appear to recognize the
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complexity stmeeted above by enzoamimprearcition programs that

address a wide variety of pcoblems somas all age groups from early

childhood and the elementary grades throulthilischocl and even

adulthood. MUdh state funding targesparticular groups who have high

dropout rates or who are arsumed to be at a critical stage in their

development as students. For example, Illinois Raids a special

Hispanic dm:all:prevention initiative because of this grcup's high

rate of acsiemic failure. Indiana, has established nine categories to

assist schools in developing special programs. Thesehave led to the

development of pre-sdhocl amikirdergateriprograms, the creation of

model alternative schools, and expanded school counseling. Minnesota

funds a number of initiatives including early dhildhood screening,

programs for minor parents and adult diplamicxepletion. Ohio offers

schOcas money for full-day kindergartens, adolescent pregnancyprograms

and summer sChools that also provide jobs for teens (Fe:minors 1989).

These exasples illustrate the diversity, tut also the fragmentation,

that exists in the initiatives states offer to encourage schools to

serve at-ridk studemts.

Mile the programs funded from these state initiatives may well

succeed in meeting sore needs of targeted groups, offering categorical

funds to whoolscreates several (*stades to more ccaprehensive and

systemic reforms designed to benefit at,-ridk students. First, sdhools

are free ngt to respond to many state initiatives. Local cortrol of

schools makes it difficult for state pclicymakers to require action or

to hold stools accountable for suodeedingwith at-riak students. If

there is no ea-ong sense of accountability at the sdhool level to
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develop programs for atridk youth, state sponsored initiatives can

often be ignored and the needs of at-ridk students will not be met.

Second, categorical programs tend to be "add ons" to existing

school programs and structure. Addon programs have several inherent

wearesses. They tend to leave present sdhool policies and practices

untoudhed that contribute to the problems of students in danger of

dropping out. They treat at-ridk students as if they are clearly

identifiable and dif ferent from "normal" students When, if fact,

researdh indicates that many youth eihibit to some extent most of the

prdblems that dlemaclaarize those Who drop out (Wehlage et al. , 1989) .

Finally, when whole schools are comprised of ab-ridk students, add-on

programs are poorly designed to respond to the need for systemic

innovation and response.

Third, by targeting particular groups at particular times,

categorical programs prevent the development of sustained, longitudinal

strategies that identify at-ridk students early and then systanatically

support them continuously at eadh school level to graduation. Many at-

ridk students need a form of continuous attention if they are to

complete sdhool successfUlly.

Fourth, most state initiatives do not facilitate the development

of horizontal strategies that link sdhools to other institutia's in the

community that are in a position to serve at-risk youth. This linking

of diverse community resources including business and social services

to sdhool efforts would appear crucial in addressing the main causes of

dropping out.

5
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These limitations of current state initiatives indicate same

criteala that policymakers at the state and local levels should employ

if they wish to develop carprthensive and effective strategies to

address the dropout problem. The criteria include the need for: (1)

local aocaultability, (2) school by school regeneration an. reform, (3)

longitudinal strategies, and (4) horizontal coordination.

Local accountability is essential if sustained effort from schools

is to be fortixxmoing. The fact of communitycontrol of schools in this

country, as well as the difficulty of implementing reforminerdated at

the federal and state level, suggest that a practical mechanism of

accountabdlity must almost certainly be locally controlled (Berman &

Mclaughlin, 1978; Farrar et al., 1980; Nehan et al., 1986). nirther,

local accountability is needed in response to the particular

conditions of a cammunity, its youth and schools, and to the broad

membership of that community includim the parents of youth:most at

risk.

Any comprehensive dropout prevention strategy should have as a

central feature the examination ct present school policies and

practices, particularlythose that affect students most at risk. In

pert, thiswill require each school to examine carefully and

thoughtfully why some of its students fail and became alienated enough

to leave before gradUation. The implication here is that dropout

prevedion must include a mechanism:that promotes a process ct

reflection and self-examinaticn at the individual school as well as the

district levels. If such a process occurs, resulting program
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initiatives are more likely to have a positive impact on schools and

students as a whole.

Finally, dropout prevention strategies that are both longitudinal

and horizontal inovide a means for dealing with the complex set of

background, personal and school conditions that can affect students.

Longitudinal and horizontal strategies will rewire considerable effort

on the part not only of educators but also of other professionals from

youth-serving institutions including the private sector who need to

engage in a coordinated planning, implementation and monitoring

process. From an ecbcational perspective, this kind of strategy is

almost certainly necessary if same leverage is to bet gained over non-

school social and personal problems that interfere with students '

academic success.

This paper describes an initiative that could potentially elicit

more accountability and school-based reflection as well as encourage

the dervelopment of the longitudinal and horiumital programmatic

responses we believe necessary to reduoe the incidence of dropout. The

Annie E. Casey FOundation 's New FUtures Initiative is a project aimed

at helping several communities take responsibility for responding to

their at-risk youth. The Casey Founda tion has invested $50 million

over a five-year period to create a community partnership in each of

five cities intended to bring about increased school achievement,

reduced dropout and teen pregnancy rates, and increased young adult

employment. thile New FUtures is concerned with much more than school

improvement and reform, in this paper we focus primarily on the

educational aspects of the initiative. It is hoped that research over

7
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the course of the project mill help to advance our understanding of the

possibilities as weal as the difficulties of integrating schools with

their communities, of the role of a broad public nandate for school

leform, and of theories of school change.

The New FUtures Initiative is a social experiment in progress. At

this earW stage, it is useful to sketch the broad conceptions which

urderlie it ard to comment on the problems and possibilities that have

developed thus far. As the project unfolds, a program of researdh and

evaluation is underway to flesh out a noire complete theoretical model

that will allow us to generalize from the experience of New Futures.

III. THE ccmmutirrY COLLABORATIVE AND REKR4

Ihe five cities receiving Casey Foundation grants are Dayton,

alio; Lawrence, Massachusetts; Little Rock, Arkansas; Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania; and Savannah, Georgia. Eadh was selected after an
4.%

evaluation by the Foundation of its potential to undertake a serious

effort on behalf of at-risk youth. Each city submitted a proposal

whidi had to meetanurrber of criteria includingadollar for dollar

natch of the Foundation's grant.

In each city, the heart of New Futures is a new ortranization

called a "community collaborative" chargedwith the responsibility for

paanning, coordinating and inplementing specific youth-serving

programs. The collaborative is obligated to promote fundamental

institutional changes that will immrease the quality of servioes

provided for at-risk youth. The grincipaes of community collaboration

that underlie tbe Casey Foundation's New Ritttres Initiative have been
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spelled out in "A Strategic Planning Guide for the New Flitures

Initiative" (Annie E. Casey Foundation, 1987; 1989) .

The collaborative structure is intended to "trigger and sustain a

political process which is powerful encugh not mly to modify the

services that institutions provide, but actually redefine institutional

objectives, as well as hord those institutims are held accountab)e and

had they interrelate" (Annie E. Casey Boundation, 1989) . Therefore, an

essential elenent of New FUtures is building a collaborative with the

political authority to plan and execute policy. These new political

bodies can establish their formal authority in several ways. Fbr

emple, in Iawrence, the Lawrenoe FUtures Authority is part of the .

city's standing Youth Cciamissicn; in Daytcn the school systan serves as

the lead egency for the Ned Flfaxres collaborative; in Little Rock and

Pittsburgh new nm-profit corporations were crP,ated. In Savannah a

different route was taken; the state legislature passed special

legislaticn creating the Chatham Couricy-Savannah Youth FIxtuate

Authority as a public corporation.

In all the cities, these nee instituticre have governing boards

that broadly represent the ccemimity including minority groups, leading

business interests, public agercies and private voluntary grows.

While representation of interest grcupe was deemed inportant, the

intent was also to create an instituticn with enough "clout" to bring

abcut aligner& betwen youth servioes and the needs of ycuth. In each

city, the political pcwer of the collaborative maw in large reasure

frau the status and influence of those individuals who exercise

leadership m the governing board. Me success of a collaborative

9
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depends on its ability to perform the follcmring functicos: identify the

problems of youth in the community and critique the effectiveness of

aarrent institutional efforts; creete and legitimate policy and plans

for dealing with youth issues; raise new maw and reallocate existing

resources within agencies; settle "turf" issues over the delivery of

services to youth; and finally, establish a form of "case management"

that provicies the day-to-day a:ordination of a calamity's services to

individual youth and their families.

Collaborative hoards are representative of their cxemunities'

interest groups and agencies. For exarple, in Savannah, the Math.=

Q:unty-Savannah Youth Matures Authority is a fifteen-nadoer board drawn

fram the city council, ccunty cammission. the school ,hoard and state

goverment as well as substantial representation frau the private

sector. A minority amber of the city cxuncil was appointed executive

director of the Savannth Youth Futures Authority, and he, the city

manager and several corporation chief executive officers have taken

strong leadership roles in the planning, policymaking and

inplementation phases. Sava:rah Youth Matures has been sucoessfld in

part because of the stature, reptresentativeness and skills possessed by

these individuals, and they have given the collaborative and its

initiatives credibility in the calamity.

Accorlizig to New Matures guidelines, collaboratives are to be

vehicles for creating plans of action and then gnitoring the success

of those plane. Ultimately, the 231=03E1 of it is-l-an rust be judged in

terms of its impact cn the lives of youth. The cities will assess this

inpact through a set of ten outcome indicators stipulated by the casey
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FOundation. Mbst of the ten indicators measure sdhools' success with

students: academic adhievement, course failures, retentions in grade,

suspensions, average daily attendance, dropout rate, gradration rate,

teenage pregnancies and births, young adult employment, and post-

secondary attendance and GED rates.

Theee indicators have been acoepted by eadh collaborative as the

measuresbyWhidh the conditions of youth will be described. This set

ct indicators will aiso say something about the condition of local

sdhools, and thus, offer criteria for evaluating the progress of

instituticcal reform efforts. Finally, these indicators conctilanbe a

data base that will become heart of eadh collaborative's Management

Information System (CES), a New FUtures reggirammat of eadh city. A

program of technical assistance sponsansiby the FOundation during the

first year and a half has helped the cities to develop fairly

sophisticated data management systems. When fully operational, the mas

will permit each collaborative to monitor important aspects of youth

welfare and to determine the effectiveness of institutional programs

and reforms.

To summarize, New FUtures is a strategy of local empowsnment

built on the assumptio*i that a commity-wide effort is needed to

bring together the spectrum of players in a position to create local

ycuth policy. New FUtures promotes longitudinal and horizontal:1

strategies of responding to youth and their problems. The longitudinal

strategy is designed to provide early identification of students who

are in need, and the horizontal strategy is intended to coordinate

youth services across institutions. However, New FUtures also is

11
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cc!!nitted th bringirg about institutional change in youth-serving

cmganizations, particularly schocas. Central to this process of

change is the creation of a collaborative with sufficient political

power ard moral authority to sanctica new institutional practices. In

part, this requires °TWA:Whim a climate of accountability, alongigtth

reliable information that measures the extent of problems and the

impact of new institutional efforts designed to serve youth.

IV. ACOMNI7iBlIXIY KR AT-RISK SIMMS

The basic philosophy of New Futures is that with financial and

technical assistance local =vanities can be empowered to respond to

the needs of at-risky:N.1th. As the fulcrum in this empowerment

pmocess, the collaborative must create a climate in whidi the community

becomes accountable for tespiceding to the prOblems of at-risk youth.

Acxxxintabilitynews accepting responsibility for developing youth

policy, creating resources and coordinating institutional programs to

deal effectively-wdth the prOblems that place youth at ridk. It calls

on middle,.clauss citizens and the institutions they represent to act in

ways that will empower all youth with essential skills, knowledge and

dispositions to participate fUiIy in the society.

A, New FUtures guidebodk states that "New FUtures views many of

these youth proiblems in terms of the failure ct community institutions

to_atudat_theesan_sk to equip youngsters with the expectatioas,

opportunities, supports and inzentives thpy need to become aspiring,

responsible and successful adUlts" (Annie E. (asey Foundation, 1989).

FOr example, the ladk of attractive employment opportunities makes

12
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Ible 1

Percentage of Dayton Students Failing One or Mbre COurses

gr 7 gr 8 gr 9 gr 10 gr 11 gr 12

75.5 64.4 49.5

Pittsburgh, unlike a number of urban school systems, is viewed by

its community asharrbig respolded vigorously to important educational

problems in recent years. While a case =lb, made for this system's

success in a nuMber of areas, data from the school year 1987-88

indicate that the crucial problem of academic failure persists across

the secondary grades.(rable 2).

Table 2

Percentage of Pittsburgh Students Failing One or More Courses

gr 10 gr 11 gr 12

29.7 31.4 58.9 53.7 40.9 32.2

With course failureccres retention or credit deficiency toward

gradUation. Met prcepect.ct going to high school for five or six years

is not acceptable formerly with, especially if a student is overage as

the reeult of a previous retention. From a student perspective, the

messageccomed by course failure and retention is a discouraging one

and dims the pruspects of graduating fram high school on time, if at

all.

Some school systensioare retaining fairW large numbers of

students at the secondary level. Savannah, for example, had the

highest rates of retention (Table 3).

14
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underlying prcblems within their school systems. These data rade it

difficult to imagine high quality education occurring in schools where

nore than half of the students are failing a ccurse, or more than a

third of the students in a grade are being retained, or the suspension

rate is more than fifty percent in a grade. In such cases, it was

argued that the school system had failed to educate an important

magma* of its students, and that ftindamaital school reforms were

needed to engage young pecple In school learning.

V. sariOL REFORMS: TEE SITIEGIE PCR "IOP-D324" AND "WITCH-UP"

lebch of the school ref= effort aimed at the at-risk population

has been stimulated by a variety of "tcp-down" state-level initiatives.

In ccetrast, there is also a "tottan-up" strategy that calls for

schools to engage in "restructuring" and self-inprovarent efforts

(David, 1989; Elmore, 1988; Marsh and Badman, in press). This approach

assizes that schools are more likely to be revitalized one school at a

tine as staffs grapple with fundamental issues involving pedagogy,

curriculum ail school organization. Same of these restructuring

efforts have taken co a national scope, such as those schools that have

adcpted the Coalition of Essential Schcols approach griming out of Ted

Sizer's work (Sizer, 1986). Other reform efforts are more local and

indigeneus, like the me under develepeent In Lcuisville's Jefferson

County Schools (Schlechty et al., 1988). Vfl Scuthern Coaliticn For

Educaticaal Equity, a regional program, brings staff develcptrent

rescurces to schools interested in Jimmying the quality of teaching

16
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for disadvantaged black youth (David, 1989; Davidson & EOppenhaver,

1988; Southern Cbalitionfor Education Equity, 1985).

The Casey Foundation's New Futures Initiative differs from most of

the current efforts at sthool reform because it simultaneously attempts

to encourage both a "tcp-dawn" and a "bottcerup" process. Its focus on

communities places school refonmwithin the context ct a local

political' process authorized and directed by the collaborative. As a

"top-dawn" reform strategy, New Fttmres offers a set of ideas and

pminciples backed,up with fUnding andaprogram of technical

assistanoe. Eadh city's educational plan was shaped in accordance with

a "Strategic Planning Guide" (Anlie E. Casey Foundation, 1987) during

the first year, followed by an "Implementation Guide for the New

Futures Initiative" (Annie E. C3sey Ftundation, 1989) for developing

the second year plan.

In addition to cxxweying the New FUtures philosophy, these

domarents offer examples of successful or promising school practices

and a process of planning and implementation. Hwever, no specific

model of "effective schools" is prescribed by New, Futures; it is

assumed, instesl, that a "bottoerup" prooess of reform will emerge fran

the schools. Further, it is asmmmed that the oanantity consensus

established by the collaborative About the severity of youth prOblems

ard the need for action, authorizes a relatively bold plan of sdhool

reform. This authorization Should permit schools to proceed with an

agenda thatinbght not be possible if it emanated solely fran educators

themselves.

17
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It is prarature to arrive at any conclusions about the

effectiveness of the New Ritures Initiative as a general model for

school reform or to make jaiginents about the degree of reform achieved

In any particular school or school systan. Presently, it is more

instutative to offer sane examples ani cbservatians about strategies

associated with the initiative that appear to hold pranise for

substantive school reform as well as sane of the (*stades that have

teen encountered.

According to the theory of school reform advanced by New Flitures,

collaboratives lust develop encugh political authority to hold their

school systems aamuntable for developing clear visicns and plans of

acticn. FUrthernore, school program are to be lorgitudinal and

horizcatal in conception, not sinply discrete "ackl-ca" provans for

grculcs of youth who can be categorized as at risk. Sane progress has

been made in this strategy, but given the antiticus, oatplex and

innovative ccncepticn of the New Blitures Initiative, the process has

lurched forward slimly ani unevenly in most of the cities. For

example, leaders in the collaboratives and school administrators have

not always agreed about the focus and substance of school reform

efforts. More frequently, even the best ideas have been acid to take

rcot because they were ccaceived at the tcp, and educators in buildings

targetei for the New FIxtures Initiative were brcught into the planning

process late, or even not at all. Store plans were imposed cn school

sites withcut extensive involvement of building-level professionals,

understanding and adnership of the plans were lacking. This top-dayin

strategy of trying to gain acceptance ani achieve inplementation of

18
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programs often occurred in contexts where educators felt besieged with

problems, ard carrying out something nett celledNew Futures was laid on

top of what was already a difficult set of tasks.

In same cases, teachers were not well informed About the purposes

of New Futures and tended to see it as cem more "trendy* idea that

would soon pass out of style, and so one need not take the rhetoric too

seriously. In other cases, neither building-level educators nor

central office administrators believed the essential tenet, that given

the right school conditions all youth can be successful.

Consequently, some school reform plans lacked inventiveness and are now

leading to little more than "tinkering* with conventional institutional

arrangements. Some propneals reaffirmed the belief that the real

prOblem of at-risk youth was to be found in the pathology ct their

homes. This view suggested there was no need to change what occurred

in schools; if parents would only value education, discipline their

dhildren and support the school, then the problem of at-risk students

would be greatly diminished. In settings Where these conditions

prevailed, it was unlikely that educators would reconsider their

practices and see the possibilities in a school reform plan endorsed by

a collaborative seeking fundamental change in educational results.

In sdhools Where staff had not been part of the process of

assessing the need for reforms and then planning a set of responses,

business has continued as usual. Thus, practices initially called into

question by the oollaboratives remain in place. For example, many

schools have continued to suspend, fail and retain large numbers of

students because of deep-seated institutional beliefs about how best to
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control students. Long-standangnethcds of discipline and habitually

cold or even hostile social relations between adults and adolescents

have resisted change, partly because of cultural inertia and routinized

practice, partly because of the absence of any models of haw schools

might be organized differently, and partly because of the lack of

vision about haw teaching and learning might be afferent. In short,

the presence of substantial new money from the Casey Fbundation and the

authorization from collaboratives to change schools to better serve at-

risk students has not been sufficient to immediately, gemexate rapid

institutimal change of the magnitude needed in New FUtures schools.

However, neither the speed nor the tentative steps initially taken

toward substantive reforms inmost of the school systems are indicative

of the furdamental change envisioned and of the possibilities for its

achievement in the long run. To illustrate the school reform process

now set in motion by the Casey Rundatice, we present two examples--

Dayton and Savannah. These were chosen not because all their efforts

have been exemplary nor have they somehow avoided serious problems, but

because New FUtures in these two cities provides a set of possibilities

for school reform that can be instructive to other cartunities

considering the collaborative approach. By focusing on Dayton and

Savannah, we offer some evidence of where New FUtures school reform may

be heading.

VI. DAYTON

Dayton's school reform effort began with a focus on two middle

schools with high concentrations of at-risk students. Four strategies
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were initiated: a hame-basedspiddance program to increase informal

counseling of students, an extended school day to accommodate a wide

range ct extra-curricular activities, a corps of case managers to work

with at-risk youth in and out of school, and the division of the two

middle schools into "clusters" of five core subject teachers with 150

students. The intent was to develop these strategies and then transfer

them to other schools in the district.

As in met of the other New FUtures cities, these strategies wera

largely planned and implemented in a top-dagn manner from the central

office and collaborative. Neitherprincipals nor teachers at the two

New FUtures schools were significantly involved in the initial

development of the strategies they were asked to implement. The issues

of school reform identified by administratorswere not always of

immediate ccncern to iamt staff in the New FUtures schnols. Instead of

beim:parried about high failure, suspension and dropout rates,

building-level educators were more concerned aboutifihat they saw as a

lack of stultantddscipline and a declining level of student engagement

in school work.

This discortinuitybetween definitions of the"problem" initially

producalcortbsion, frustration and even anger. Those at the school

level responsible for carrying out Dayton's plan had little initial

underStanding or stake in the programs. Perhaps because same content

in the overall plan was the result of ipput fran groups external to the

school, even central office personnel demonstratedindrinal commitment

to the inplementatiai of the agenda they bad ostensibly adopted and

endbrsed. For example, the staff person assigned primary
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responsibility for implementing the plan was given no line authority

over the two New FUtures schools. In addition, the Dayton

collaborative has been slow to understand the difficulties of

establishing momentum for reform at the school building level; for

several months, its failure to exercise a sufficient measure of

political authority allowed the school system to proceed with the

implementation of the New FUtures proposal with little sense of

direction or broader purpose.

Despite these problems, the Dayton New FUtures staf f in

conjunction with the school district has begun to develop an

impletrentation and training strategy. In part, this strategy was the

result of the Casey FOundation, s own commitment to oversee New Futures

development in Dayton (and the other cities) by providing technical

assistance that would initiate movement on the reform agenda. A, New

FUtures Maragement Team consisting of school and non-school

administrators was eventually created to air problems of coordination

and implementation. While this brought about cammulication at the

upper levels of New FUtures, it did not solve the problem of a lack of

commitment and accountability at the building level for making school

reforms work. FUrthermore, it became clear during the year that few

Wilding-level personnel possessed the skills in group process and

conflict resolution required to create allegiance to a school.wide

reform effort.

To develop the necessary skills and allegiance, two steps were

taken. The first has involved a move toward greater participation of

teachers in decision making at the school level . The two middle school
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principals have accepted the district's comnitment to site-based

management and shared governanoe, and they have begun to involve

teachers in decisions about the inplementaticn of New FUtures. Each

cluster developed a plan for the sway, year which was submitted to the

Management Team. In addition, eadh sdhool developed a mission

statement and school-widegoals consistent with New FUtures.

Second, a series of training workshops have occurred. All

teachers in the two schools were required to attend a week-long in-

service program comentratingpminarily an the development of a sense

of collective purpose as well as instruction in techniques designml bo

facilitate small and large-grcuppromeses. Teachers interviewed after

this training were enthusiastic about what they had learned and

expressed a new eagerness to address the implementation of New FUtures

strategies. Another session was held for cluster leaders to help them

take greater leadership in the inplenentaticn of new scheduling

arrangements, cmces-disciplinary instruction and more effective student

discipline. Also, a contingent of educators was sent to a casey

Foundation sponsored workshop at the Principal's Institute at Harvard

University. Here efforts were made to articulate a clearer vision of

school reform. While it remains to be seen if all this trainingwill

translate into sustained effort and substantive change for the benefit

of at-risk students, it is clear that a level of activity has been

generated that was not apparent during the first year. In this

regard, Dayton has made considerable progress toward the New Futures

reform agenda.
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